WT6x Series Technical Accessory Guide

NOTE: This document is only for general reference. Solutions Pathway and related PMBs should be used for product availability, pricing, and final solution selection.
* Zebra does not endorse or specifically recommend any third-party products, accessories, or hardware . ZEBRA DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, FOR SUCH THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS, ACCESSORIES, OR HARDWARE. THE CUSTOMER
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NO REPRESENTATION HAS BEEN MADE BY ZEBRA AS TO THE FITNESS OF THE THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTS, ACCESSORIES, OR HARDWARE FOR
THE CUSTOMER'S INTENDED PURPOSE.

Cradles/Charging
Part Number

Picture

CRD-NGWT-1S1BU-01

CRD1SLOT-WM-WT6000

CRD1SLT-WM-WT6-INT

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

Description

Notes

Required Items

Single Slot Cradle

►Provides USB support
►Supports terminal and spare battery
charging
►LED notification of spare battery
charging status.

►Power Supply (PWRBGA12V50W0WW and CBLDC-388A1-01)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R).
►Also requires Micro USB
Cable (25-124330-01R) for
host communication.

Single Slot Cradle Kit

►Provides USB support
►Supports terminal and spare battery
charging
►LED notification of spare battery
charging status.
►Kit includes Single Slot Cradle (CRDNGWT-1S1BU-01), Power Supply
►Requires Micro USB Cable
(PWR-BGA12V50W0WW), DC Line
(25-124330-01R) for host
Cord (CBL-DC-388A1-01) and AC Line communication.
Cord (23844-00-00R).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

Single Slot Cradle Kit

►Provides USB support
►Supports terminal and spare battery
charging
►LED notification of spare battery
charging status.
►Kit includes Single Slot Cradle (CRDNGWT-1S1BU-01), Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V50W0WW) and DC Line
Cord (CBL-DC-388A1-01).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R).
►Requires Micro USB Cable
(25-124330-01R) for host
communication.
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Single Slot Cradle for
WT6000 and RS6000

►Power Supply (PWR►Provides USB support to WT6000 and
BGA12V50W0WW and CBLRS6000
DC-388A1-01)
►Supports WT6000 and RS6000
►AC Line Cord (23844-00►Does not support spare battery
00R).
charging
►Also requires Micro USB
►LED notification of spare battery
Cable (25-124330-01R) for
charging status.
host communication.

CRD-NGWT-5S5BC-01

5-Slot Charge Only Cradle

►Charges 5 WT6000 units and 5 spare
batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01)

CRD5SLOT-WM-WT6000

►Charges 5 WT6000 units and 5 spare
batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01).
►Kit includes 5-Slot Charge Only Cradle
(CRD-NGWT-5S5BC-01), DC Line Cord
5-Slot Charge Only Cradle Kit (CBL-DC-382A1-01), Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW) and AC
Line Cord (23844-00-00R).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

CRD5SLT-WM-WT6-INT

►Charges 5 WT6000 units and 5 spare
batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01).
►Kit includes 5-Slot Charge Only Cradle
(CRD-NGWT-5S5BC-01), DC Line Cord ►AC Line Cord (23844-005-Slot Charge Only Cradle Kit
(CBL-DC-382A1-01) and Power Supply 00R)
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

CRD-NGWT-10SCH-01

10-Slot Charge Only Cradle

►Charges 10 WT6000 units
►Does not charge spare batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01)

CRD-4WT6-4RS51-01

►Charges 4 WT6x units, 4 WT6x Spare
Batteries and 4 RS5100 units
Multi-Slot Charge Only Cradle
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
for WT6x and RS5100
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01).

CRD-NWTRS-2SUCH-01

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC382A1-01) and Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R)

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC382A1-01) and Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R)

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC382A1-01) and Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R)
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10-Slot Charge Only Cradle
for WT6x and RS6x

►Charges 5 WT6x units and 5 RS6x
units
►Does not charge spare batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01)

CRD-10NW-GRD-01

10-Slot Charge Only Cradle
for WT6x and RS6x Kit

►Charges 5 WT6x units and 5 RS6x
units
►Does not charge spare batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01).
►Kit includes 10-Slot Charge Only
Cradle for WT6x and RS6x(CRDNWTRS-10SCH-01), Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW), DC Line
Cord (CBL-DC-382A1-01) and AC Line
Cord (23844-00-00R).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

CRD-8NW-GRD-01

►Charges 4 WT6x units, 4 RS6x units
and 4 Spare WT6x/RS6x Spare
Batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01).
►Kit includes 8-Slot Charge Only Cradle
8-Slot Charge Only Cradle for for WT6x, RS6x and Spare Batteries
WT6x, RS6x and Spare
(CRD-NWTRS-8SC4B-01), Power
Batteries Kit
Supply (PWR-BGA12V108W0WW), DC
Line Cord (CBL-DC-382A1-01) and AC
Line Cord (23844-00-00R).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

SAC-HS3100-B8W8-01

►Charges 8 WT6000 units and 8
8-Slot Charge Only Cradle for HS3100 Batteries
WT6000 and HS3100
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
batteries
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01)

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC382A1-01) and Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R)

5-Slot Ethernet + Charge
Cradle

►Allows Ethernet speeds up to 1 Gb
►Charges 5 terminals and 5 spare
batteries
►Can also be wall or rack mounted
using Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRDSMRK-01)

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC382A1-01) and Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R)

4-Slot Battery Charger

►Power Supply (PWR►Charges up to 4 Spare Batteries
BGA12V50W0WW and CBL►Up to 4 Battery Chargers can be wall
DC-388A1-01)
or rack mounted using Mounting
►AC Line Cord (23844-00Bracket (BRKT-SCRD-SMRK-01)
00R).

CRD-NWTRS-10SCH-01

CRD-NGWT-5S5BE-01

SAC-NWTRS-4SCH-01

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC382A1-01) and Power Supply
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►AC Line Cord (23844-0000R)
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SACWT60-4-WM

SACWT60-4-WM-INT

SAC-NWTRS-20SCH-01

SAC-20SLOT-GRD-01

4-Slot Battery Charger Kit

►Charges up to 4 Spare Batteries
►Up to 4 Battery Chargers can be wall
or rack mounted using Mounting
Bracket (BRKT-SCRD-SMRK-01).
►Kit includes 4-Slot Battery Charger
(SAC-NWTRS-4SCH-01), Power
►AC Line Cord (23844-00Supply (PWR-BGA12V50W0WW) and
00R)
DC Line Cord (CBL-DC-388A1-01).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

20-Slot Battery Charger

►DC Line Cord (CBL-DC►Charges up to 20 Spare Batteries
382A1-01) and Power Supply
►Can be wall or rack mounted using
(PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRD-SMRK►AC Line Cord (23844-0001)
00R)

►Charges up to 20 Spare Batteries
►Can be wall or rack mounted using
Mounting Bracket (BRKT-SCRD-SMRK01).
►Kit includes 20-Slot Battery Charger
(SAC-NWTRS-20SCH-01), DC Line
Cord (CBL-DC-382A1-01), Power
20-Slot Battery Charger Kit
Supply (PWR-BGA12V108W0WW) and
Choose a mounting option for cradles
AC Line Cord (23844-00-00R).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
Mounting accessories for cradles
representative to open a Custom
Note: A mounting bracket (rack/wall or desktop) is required with any cradle configuration.
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.
Rack/Wall Bracket
Desktop Bracket

Step 2:

BRKT-SCRD-SMRK-01

BRKT-SCRD-SMRK-01

4-Slot Battery Charger Kit
with AC Line Cord

►Charges up to 4 Spare Batteries
►Up to 4 Battery Chargers can be wall
or rack mounted using Mounting
Bracket (BRKT-SCRD-SMRK-01).
►Kit includes 4-Slot Battery Charger
(SAC-NWTRS-4SCH-01), Power
Supply (PWR-BGA12V50W0WW), DC
Line Cord (CBL-DC-388A1-01) and AC
Line Cord (23844-00-00R).
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

Wall mounting bracket, allows to install
any Single Slot or Multi-Slot cradle on a
all o a 19 IT ack. The b acke al o
allows to install up to four 4Slot Spare
Battery Chargers together on a wall or
anda d 19 IT ack.

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

BRKT-SCRD-SSDK-01
TC8000 Wall/Rack
Desk Mounting Bracket
for
Multi-Slot
Mount
ShareCradle. Allows to install the Single
Bracket
Slot Cradle w/Spare Battery Charger on
a flat surface. (i.e. desktop). Note. This
part number includes the bracket only,
order single slot cradle separately.

►Allows for rack and wall mounting of
one 5-Slot, 10-Slot, or 20-Slot Charger.
Also can be used to mount up to four 4Slot Battery Chargers or Single-Slot
Cradles
►Bracket can be mounted on standard
19" network rack or on a wall.
BRKT-SCRD-MSDK-01
►Cable
routing slots & removable
TC8000 Desk Mounting Bracket for
power
supply
tray.
ShareCradle.
Allowsholder
to install any
Multi-Slot cradle on a flat surface.
►Adjustable
tabs
screw mounts for
(i.e. desktop). Note. This
part &
number
includes hanging/installation.
the bracket only, order multieasy
slot cradle separately.
►Adjustable orientations - horizontal,
vertical, angled.
►See the Bluetooth-Generic
Accessories TAG for info on 3rd party
Network Racks that can be used for
mounting this bracket.
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Communication Cables
Part Number

Picture

Description

Notes

Required Items

USB Cradle to PC/Host cable ►Micro USB connection on cradle end

25-124330-01R

Snap-on USB
Communication/Charging
Cable

►Attaches to one of the accessory
ports on WT6000

/

►Connects to WT6000 to accessories
with USB-C cable.
►Typically used with theproduction
version of HD4000 Heads Up Display
(HUD).
►Cable length is 80cm/approx 32
inches.
►Includes 2 aligator clips for attaching
cable to clothing.
►See the HD4000 Technical Accessory
Guide (TAG) for additional details.

CBL-NGWT-USBH1-01

WT6000 to USB-A Adapter
Cable

►Connects to WT6000 to accessories
with USB-A connector (i.e. USB stick,
keyboard, mice, etc.).
►Typically used with theprotoype
version of HD4000 Heads Up Display
(HUD).
►See the HD4000 Technical Accessory
Guide (TAG) for additional details.
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to obtain Product
Management approval if you would like
to order this item.

3rd party *

USB micro-A to USB A
Female adapter

CBL-NGWT-USBCHG-01

CBL-NGWT-USBHD-01

Power Supply (PWRBUA5V16W0WW),
DC Line Cord (CBL-DC-383A101) and
AC Line Cord (50-16000182R) for charging

►Allows the TC8000 to act as a USB
host to connect to devices like USB
flash drives/memory sticks, mice, etc.
►Connects to 2-Slot USB/Charge
ShareCradle

(see http://www.cyberguys.com/product-details/?productid=33062)

Soft Goods - Cases/Holsters
Part Number

Picture

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

Description

Notes

Required Items
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SG-NGWT-WRMTS-02

SG-NGWT-WRMTS-01

SG-NGWT-WRMTL-02

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

►Uses BOA dial-to-fit design which is
strong, durable, and easy to use.
►Velcro free design uses nonabsorbent materials that can be wiped
down.
►Includes Carrier, Comfort Pad (SGNGWT-CMPD-02) and Small/Medium
size Wrist Strap (SG-NGWT-WSTPST01).
►White Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Standard
(small/medium).
Wrist Mount (Standard Strap) ►Strap length can be adjusted
between 128 to 191 mm (approx 5.0 to
7.5")
►It is typical for each user to have their
own wrist mount (for hygiene).
►Improved design vs. SG-NGWTWRMTS-01 uses updated Comfort Pad
(SG-NGWT-CMPD-02) which now
includes ridges in the top surface that
assists with alignment during
installation and reduces the occurrence
of slippage, especially in the presence
of sweat.
►Discontinued 12/2018, now use SGNGWT-WRMTS-02 - see PMB 10070.
►Uses BOA dial-to-fit design which is
strong, durable, and easy to use.
►Velcro free design uses nonabsorbent materials that can be wiped
down.
►Includes Carrier, Comfort Pad (SGNGWT-CMPD-01) and Small/Medium
Wrist Mount (Standard Strap) size Wrist Strap (SG-NGWT-WSTPST01).
►White Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Standard
(small/medium).
►Strap length can be adjusted
between 128 to 191 mm (approx 5.0 to
7.5")
►It is typical for each user to have their
own wrist mount (for hygiene).
►Uses BOA dial-to-fit design which is
strong, durable, and easy to use.
►Velcro free design uses nonabsorbent materials that can be wiped
down.
►Includes Carrier, Comfort Pad (SGNGWT-CMPD-02) and Medium/Large
size Wrist Strap (SG-NGWT-WSTPLN01).
►Black Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Extended
(medium/large).
Wrist Mount (Extended Strap) ►Strap length can be adjusted
between 164 to 265 mm (approx 6.5 to
10.5")
►It is typical for each user to have their
own wrist mount (for hygiene).
►Improved design vs. SG-NGWTWRMTL-01 uses updated Comfort Pad
(SG-NGWT-CMPD-02) which now
includes ridges in the top surface that
assists with alignment during
installation and reduces the occurrence
of slippage, especially in the presence
of sweat.
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SG-NGWT-WRMTL-01

►Discontinued 12/2018, now use SGNGWT-WRMTL-02 - see PMB 10070.
►Uses BOA dial-to-fit design which is
strong, durable, and easy to use.
►Velcro free design uses nonabsorbent materials that can be wiped
down.
►Includes Carrier, Comfort Pad (SGNGWT-CMPD-01) and Medium/Large
Wrist Mount (Extended Strap) size Wrist Strap (SG-NGWT-WSTPLN01).
►Black Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Extended
(medium/large).
►Strap length can be adjusted
between 164 to 265 mm (approx 6.5 to
10.5")
►It is typical for each user to have their
own wrist mount (for hygiene).

Wrist Mount (Extra Large
Length Strap)

►Uses BOA dial-to-fit design which is
strong, durable, and easy to use.
►Velcro free design uses nonabsorbent materials that can be wiped
down.
►Includes Carrier, Comfort Pad (SGNGWT-CMPD-01) and Extra-Large size
Wrist Strap (SG-NGWT-WSTPXL-01).
►Blue Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Extra-Large.
►Strap length is 375 mm (approx
14.75")
►This size strap is typically used in
freezer environments where users may
be wearing heavy jackets.
►It is typical for each user to have their
own wrist mount (for hygiene).

SG-NGWT-CMPD-02

Replacement Comfort Pad
for wrist mount

►Soft Rubber
►Easily removable
►Hygienic
►Improved design vs. SG-NGWT-CMPD01 which now includes ridges in the top
surface that assists with alignment
during installation and reduces the
occurrence of slippage, especially in
the presence of sweat.

SG-NGWT-CMPD-01

Replacement Comfort Pad
for wrist mount

SG-NGWT-WRMTXL-01

SG-NGWT-WSTPST-01

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

Replacement Wrist Strap
(standard size)

►Soft Rubber
►Easily removable
►Hygienic

►White Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Standard
(small/medium)
►Strap length can be adjusted
between 128 to 191 mm (approx 5.0 to
7.5")
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SG-NGWT-WSTPLN-01

Replacement Wrist Strap
(extended size)

►Black Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as Extended
(medium/large)
►Strap length can be adjusted
between 164 to 265 mm (approx 6.5 to
10.5")

SG-NGWT-WSTPXL-01

Replacement Wrist Strap
(extra-large size)

►Blue Dial and accent color on strap
identify size as extra-large.
►Strap length can be adjusted
between 218 to 375 mm (approx 8.5 to
14.75")

Arm Sleeve (pack of 5)

►Worn under WT6000 wrist mount if
worker is in short-sleeved shirt and
wants:
- Extra sweat wicking/ personal layer
- Extra comfort
- Extra slip-resistance
►Material will not snag
►One size fits all
►Washable in mild detergent. Should
be air dried.
►Pack of 5 Arm Sleeves

Arm Sleeve

►Can be worn under WT6000 Wrist
Mount in environments where
excessive user sweat may cause the
strap to slip
►Also can be worn by users that may
have skin irritations from the wrist
mount

SG-WT4027050-01R

(3rd party) *

http://x.couver.us/extra-long-wristbands-pro-31/

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available
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SG-NGWT-HPMNT-01

SG-NGWT-HPMNT-02

Hip-mount Clip

►Allows WT6000 to be worn on hip
►Will attach to clothing, user's belt, or
optional Belt for Hip-mount Clip (1108062-02R)

Hip-mount Clip

►Allows WT6000 to be worn on hip
►Will attach to clothing, user's belt, or
optional Belt for Hip-mount Clip (1108062-02R).
►This Clip holds the WT6000 in the
reverse orientation of SG-NGWTHPMNT-01.
►NOTE: This is a custom product.
Please work with your Zebra
representative to open a Custom
Product Request (CPR) if you would
like to order this item.

(3rd party) *

Additional holsters
http://www.ultimacase.com

11-08062-02R

11-08062-01R

V6198DW
(3rd party) *

Belt for Hip-mount Clip

►Belt is 2 inches wide
►Extends to 48 inches
►Has improved buckle and softer belt
material

Belt for Hip-mount Clip

►Belt is 2 inches wide
►Extends to 48 inches
►Discontinued 9/2009, replaced by 1108062-02R

Belt Extender

►Used to extend the Hip-mount belt (1108062-02R) an additional 10 inches

Description

Notes

http://www.ultimacase.com

Ring Scanner (RS5000) - 2D Imager
Part Number

Picture

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

Required Items
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RS5000-LCFSWR

RS5000 Ring Scanner with
short cable (for wrist mount)

►Uses SE4710 scan engine.
►IP54 sealed
►Extended temperature spec down to 30C for freezer environments.

RS5000-LCFLWR

RS5000 Ring Scanner with
long cable (for hip mount)

►Uses SE4710 scan engine.
►IP54 sealed
►Extended temperature spec down to 30C for freezer environments.

SG-NGRS-SFSVS-01R

►Short finger strap - 6" long
►It is typical for each user to have their
RS5000 Spare Ring Scanner
own ring scanner strap (for hygiene).
Strap (Short)
►This is the same strap that is included
on each RS5000.

SG-RS419-FGSTP-02R

RS4000/RS5000/
RS409/RS419 Spare Ring
Scanner Strap (Long)

►Improvements include a new
connection between the velcro and
fabric used as part of the accessory.
►Long finger strap - 7.8" long
►It is typical for each user to have their
own ring scanner strap (for hygiene).

SG-NGRS-TRGASR-01R

RS5000 Replacement
Trigger Assembly

►Uses same design as RS419 Trigger
(SG-RS419-TRGAS-01R), but doesn't
include laser warning label on trigger
button.

Ring Scanner (RS6000) - 2D Cordless Bluetooth Imager (see RS6000 Accessories document)
Ring Scanner (RS4000) - 1D Laser
Part Number

Picture

Description

Notes

RS4000-HPCSWR

RS4000 Ring Scanner with
short cable (for wrist mount)

►Uses SE965 scan engine with
Adaptive Scanner for longer read
ranges (near contact to 200 inches).
►Extended temperature spec down to 30C for freezer environments.

RS4000-HPCLWR

RS4000 Ring Scanner with
long cable (for hip mount)

►Uses SE965 scan engine with
Adaptive Scanner for longer read
ranges (near contact to 200 inches).
►Extended temperature spec down to 30C for freezer environments.

RS4000/RS5000/
RS409/RS419 Spare Ring
Scanner Strap (Long)

►Improvements include a new
connection between the velcro and
fabric used as part of the accessory.
►Long finger strap - 7.8" long
►It is typical for each user to have their
own ring scanner strap (for hygiene).
►This is the same strap that is included
on each RS419.

SG-RS419-FGSTP-02R

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

Required Items
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RS4000/RS409/RS419
Spare Ring Scanner Strap
(Long)

►Discontinued 7/2015, now use SGRS419-FGSTP-02R - PMB 2670
►Long finger strap - 7.8" long
►It is typical for each user to have their
own ring scanner strap (for hygiene).
►Internal P/N - 21-162798-01
►This is the same strap that is included
on each RS419.

RS4000/RS409/RS419
Spare Ring Scanner Strap
(Short)

►Improvements include a new
connection between the velcro and
fabric used as part of the accessory.
assemblyover previous version.
►Short finger strap - 6" long
►It is typical for each user to have their
own ring scanner strap (for hygiene).
►This is the same strap that is included
on each RS409.

21-93022-02R

RS4000/RS409/RS419
Spare Ring Scanner Strap
(Short)

►Discontinued 7/2015, now use 2193022-03R - PMB 2670
►Provides improvements in stitching
and material strength over previous
version.
►Short finger strap - 6" long
►It is typical for each user to have their
own ring scanner strap (for hygiene).
►This is the same strap that is included
on each RS409.

SG-RS419-TRGAS-01R

RS4000/RS419
Replacement Trigger
Assembly

Internal P/N - 21-156086-01

Description

Notes

HS2100 Rugged Wired
Headset

►Built to handle the everyday inevitable
Requires one of the following
drops
cable options:
►Dustproof, sprayproof and waterproof
(1) HS2100 to WT6000 Cable
►Ready for the freezer and outdoor
(CBL-HS2100-12S1-01)
subzero temperatures
OR
►Feather-light for extraordinary comfort
(2) Quick Disconnect Headset
►Noise cancellation for a superior voice
cable (CBL-HS2100-QDC1-02)
experience in the noisiest
AND WT6000 to Quick
environments
Disconnect Adapter Cable
►Detachable swivel boom minimizes
(CBL-NGWT-AUQDST-02 or
costs.
CBL-NGWT-AUQDLG-02)
►Swivelling boom mutes microphone
allowing uses to prevent voice pick
applications from recognizing non-voice
See HS2100/HS3100
pick conversations.
Accessories Document for
►User-replaceable pads and
additional headset
windscreens maximize comfort and
accessories
hygiene

BlueParrott VR12 Wired
Noise Cancelling Headset

►Audio accuracy for voice picking and
other speech recognition applications.
►High quality durability stands up to allday, every-day use.
►Lightweight design is easy and
comfortable to wear all day.
Quick Disconnect Headset to
►Compatible with most major wearable WT6000 Adapter Cable (CBLcomputers and devices used in voice- NGWT-AUQDST-02 or CBLpicking environments.
NGWT-AUQDLG-02)
►G type (GN Netcom) Quick
Disconnect.
►Convertible design gives choice of
over-the-head and behind-the-neck
wearing styles

SG-RS419-FGSTP-01R

21-93022-03R

Headset/Audio Accessories
Part Number

Picture

See HS2100-HS3100
Accessories Document

VR12
(3rd party) *

http://www.blueparrott.com
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RCH51

RCH50

3PTY-VXI-VR12
(Zebra orderable SKU)

http://www.vxicorp.com

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available

RCH51 Rugged Cabled
Headset

►Discontinued 12/2018, now use
HS2100 series - PMB 2981
►Improved to withstand chemicals in
certain hair gels
►Noise cancelling microphone filters
ambient noise inches away
►Extremely rugged strain relief features
Quick Disconnect Headset to
ensure cable bend tolerance, even at WT6000 Adapter Cable (CBL30C
NGWT-AUQDST-02 or CBL►IP67 sealing throughout the headset
NGWT-AUQDLG-02)
protects sensitive components from
moisture and dust
►High-strength plastics survive 6’ drop
at -30C & 500 tumbles
►Weight: 4 oz.
►See RCH50/RCH51 Accessories
Document for additional accessories

RCH50 Rugged Cabled
Headset

►Discontinued 10/2011, now use
RCH51
►Noise cancelling microphone filters
ambient noise inches away
►Extremely rugged strain relief features
ensure cable bend tolerance, even at Quick Disconnect Headset to
30C
WT6000 Adapter Cable (CBL►IP67 sealing throughout the headset
NGWT-AUQDST-02 or CBLprotects sensitive components from
NGWT-AUQDLG-02)
moisture and dust
►High-strength plastics survive 6’ drop
at -30C & 500 tumbles
►Weight: 4 oz.
►See RCH50/RCH51 Accessories
Document for additional accessories

►Discontinued 10/2018, now use
HS2100 series - PMB 10005
►Audio accuracy for voice picking and
other speech recognition applications.
BlueParrot VR12 Wired Noise ►High quality durability stands up to allCancelling Headset
day, every-day use.
►Lightweight design is easy and
Quick Disconnect Headset to
comfortable to wear all day.
WT6000 Adapter Cable (CBL►Compatible with most major wearable NGWT-AUQDST-02 or CBLcomputers and devices used in voice- NGWT-AUQDLG-02)
picking environments.
►G type (GN Netcom) Quick
Disconnect.
►Convertible design gives choice of
over-the-head and behind-the-neck
wearing styles
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See HS2100-HS3100
Accessories Document

various Bluetooth models
B550-XT
B350-XT
C400-XT
C300-XT

HS3100 Rugged Bluetooth
Headset

►HD Voice, also known as Wide Band
Audio, brings incredible audio clarity
►Built to handle the everyday inevitable
drops
►Dustproof, sprayproof and waterproof
►Ready for the freezer and outdoor
subzero temperatures
►Feather-light for extraordinary comfort
►Noise cancellation for a superior voice
experience in the noisiest
environments
►Swap batteries on the fly — without See HS2100/HS3100
losing the Bluetooth connection
Accessories Document for
►Split-second tap-to-pair simplicity
headset accessories
using NFC.
►Detachable swivel boom minimizes
costs.
►Swivelling boom mutes microphone
allowing uses to prevent voice pick
applications from recognizing non-voice
pick conversations.
►User-replaceable pads and
windscreens maximize comfort and
hygiene
►15 hours of battery power

BlueParrott Bluetooth
Headsets

►Various Bluetooth models available
with options that include:
- Blocking out 96% of background
noise
- Over 24 hours of talk time
- NFC Tap to Pair capable
- Bluetooth wireless range capable
up to 300 ft.
- Convertible wearing options: over
the head, behind the neck.
See BlueParrot site for model specific
options.

(3rd party) *

http://www.blueparrott.com

3PTY-VXI-B350XT
(Zebra orderable SKU)

BlueParrott Bluetooth
Headset for voice directed
applications

http://www.vxicorp.com

3PTY-VXI-B250XTP
(Zebra orderable SKU)

BlueParrott Bluetooth
Headset for voice directed
applications

http://www.vxicorp.com
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►Discontinued 10/2018, now use
HS3100 series - PMB 10005
►Used to enable Voice Directed Picking
(VDP) or Speech Applications in
warehouse environments when the use
of a wireless headset is desired
►Not intended to support peer-to-peer
communications (PTT) or VoIP calls.
►Provides 24 hours talk time.
►Allows the use of other BT devices
(i.e. RS6000 scanner or mobile printer)
►Zebra Compatible certification for VDP
application use with MC32.
►Discontinued 10/2018, now use
HS3100 series - PMB 10005
►Used to enable Voice Directed Picking
(VDP) or Speech Applications in
warehouse environments when the use
of a wireless headset is desired
►Not intended to support peer-to-peer
communications (PTT) or VoIP calls.
►Provides 20 hours talk time.
►Allows the use of other BT devices
(i.e. RS6000 scanner or mobile printer)
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3PTY-VXI-EXPWAYII
(Zebra orderable SKU)

BlueParrott Bluetooth
Headset for voice directed
applications

http://www.vxicorp.com

APTT1
(3rd party) *

Aina Push-To-Talk (PTT)
Bluetooth Voice Responder
Remote Speaker/Mic (RSM)

https://www.aina-wireless.com/

H3-B-1
(3rd party) *

Wandfu H3 Push-To-Talk
(PTT) Bluetooth Remote
Speaker/Mic (RSM)

►Discontinued 10/2018, now use
HS3100 series - PMB 10005
►Used to enable Voice Directed Picking
(VDP) or Speech Applications in
warehouse environments when the use
of a wireless headset is desired
►Not intended to support peer-to-peer
communications (PTT) or VoIP calls.
►Provides 8 hours talk time.
►Allows the use of other BT devices
(i.e. RS6000 scanner or mobile printer)
►Zebra Compatible certification for VDP
application use with MC92, VC70,
WT41 and MC32.
►Bluetooth speaker-microphone
designed to work with different walkie
talkie style Push-to-Talk applications,
including Zebra PTT Pro (check with
Zebra PTT Pro engineering team for
current device/OS support).
►Includes clip for attaching device to
closthing for lapel speaker/mic usage.
►Features several buttons which the
application developers can assign to
different functions.
►Users can remotely control functions
such as push-to-talk, phone calls,
channel switching and emergency
alerts.
►Device is ruggedized, MIL-STD 810G
and IP67.
►Long lasting battery designed for 24
hour approx battery life. Can be
recharged via micro-USB port.
►Includes 3.5mm headset jack allowing
headphones to be connected for
keeping conversations more private.
►Can be easily paired to mobile
computer using NFC tap-to-pair.

►Bluetooth speaker-microphone
designed to work with different walkie
talkie style Push-to-Talk applications,
including Zebra PTT Pro (check with
Zebra PTT Pro engineering team for
current device/OS support).
►Includes clip for attaching device to
closthing for lapel speaker/mic usage.
►Includes 3.5mm headset jack allowing
headphones to be connected for
keeping conversations more private.

https://www.dellking.com

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available
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Savox BTR-155 Bluetooth
Remote Speaker/Mic (RSM)

►Bluetooth speaker-microphone
designed to work with different walkie
talkie style Push-to-Talk applications,
including Zebra PTT Pro (check with
Zebra PTT Pro engineering team for
current device/OS support).
►Includes clip for attaching device to
closthing for lapel speaker/mic usage.
►Rugged wireless speaker microphone,
IP55.
►Allows cable-free movement
►Familiar speaker microphone
functions; PTT and volume buttons
►Includes 2.5mm headset jack allowing
headphones to be connected for
keeping conversations more private.
►LED status indication
►High speaker volume
►Includes:
- Savox RSM
- Modular Wired earpiece
- Wall Charger
- USB Cable
- Quick Start Guide
- Carrying Strap

Savox Push-To-Talk (PTT)
Bluetooth Headset

►Bluetooth headset designed to work
with different walkie talkie style Push-toTalk applications, including Zebra PTT
Pro (check with Zebra PTT Pro
engineering team for current device/OS
support).
►Also operates as standard Bluetooth
headset for taking phone calls.
►Device is lightweight and ruggedized,
IP55.

BTR-155
(3rd party) *

K551011
(Zebra orderable SKU)
►Discontinued 3/2019, now
order from Savox

https://www.savoxaccessories.com

BTH-101
(3rd party) *

https://www.savoxaccessories.com

CBL-HS2100-12S1-02

►Connects HS2100 directly to WT6000
►43" long straight cable
►Includes one clip for attaching to
HS2100 Headset to WT6000
clothing. Additional clips can be
cable
purchased separately.
►Uses improved strain relief design vs.
CBL-HS2100-12S1-01.

CBL-HS2100-12S1-01

►Connects HS2100 directly to WT6000
►43" long straight cable
HS2100 Headset to WT6000
►Includes one clip for attaching to
cable
clothing. Additional clips can be
purchased separately.

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
NOTE: Items highlighted in grey may not be orderable/available
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arge Cable

Audio Cables

-USBCHG-01

communication
he wearable
uires: For AC
er supply PWRSnd country specific
AC line cord.

Other Cables

CBL-NGWT-AUQDLG-01 CBL-NGWT-AUQDST-01

CBL-NGWT-HDVBAP-01

Audio adapter cable,
compatible with quickdisconnect wired headsets.
Compatible while the device
is worn on the hip.
Requires: QD headset.

Vibrating cable, connects
directly to the wearable
terminal and provides
additional haptic feedback
to the user.

Audio adapter cable,
compatible with quickdisconnect wired headsets.
Compatible while the device
is worn on the wrist.
Requires: QD headset.

les/Adapters

arge Cable

Audio Cables
CBL-NGWT-AUQDST-02

T-USBCHG-01

CBL-NGWT-AUQDLG-01

communication
Audio adapter cable,
he wearable
compatible with quickuires: For AC
disconnect wired headsets.
er supply PWRSCompatible while the device
nd PWRS-14000-249R
country specific
is worn on the hip.
AC line cord.
Requires: QD headset.
Power Supply: 100240VAC, 5.4 VDC, 3A.
Requires: Countryspecific ungroundedCBL-NGWT-AUQDST-01
AC line cord.

Headset
Adapter
Cable
Other
Cables
(short cable)
CBL-NGWT-AUQDST-01
CBL-NGWT-HDVBAP-01
Audio adapter cable,
compatible with quickdisconnect wired headsets.
Compatible while the device
is worn on the wrist.
Requires: QD headset.

Vibrating cable, connects
directly to the wearable
terminal and provides
additional haptic feedback
to the user.

Headset Adapter Cable
(short cable)

50-16000-182R
US AC line cord,
un-grounded, twoRCH51
wire for power
Rugged wired headset with
supplies PWRSquick-disconnect
PWRS-14000-249R
14000-249R.
Power Supply: 100240VAC, 5.4 VDC, 3A.
Requires: CountryCBL-NGWT-AUQDLG-02
specific ungrounded
AC line cord.

25-129938-02R
Training cable - Y Cable to
connect two wired headsets to
one mobile computer

50-16000-182R
US AC line cord,
un-grounded, twowire for power
supplies PWRS14000-249R.

RCH51
Rugged wired headset with
quick-disconnect

25-129938-02R
Training cable - Y Cable to
connect two wired headsets to
one mobile computer

CBL-NGWT-AUQDLG-01

25-129938-02R

►Connects wired headsets with Quick
Disconnect connector (i.e. HS2100/
RCH50/ RCH51, BlueParrot, Voxware,
and Eartec headsets) to WT6000
►Cable is used when WT6000 is worn
on the wrist.
►Provides additional strength on Quick
Disconnect connector vs. CBL-NGWTAUQDST-01.
►Discontinued 3/2019, now use CBLNGWT-AUQDST-02 - see PMB 10125.
►Connects wired headsets with Quick
Disconnect connector (i.e. HS2100/
RCH50/ RCH51, BlueParrot, Voxware,
and Eartec headsets) to WT6000
►Cable is used when WT6000 is worn
on the wrist

►Connects wired headsets with Quick
Disconnect connector (i.e.HS2100 /
RCH50 RCH51, BlueParrot, Voxware,
and Eartec headsets) to WT6000
Headset Adapter Cable (long
►Cable is used when WT6000 is worn
cable)
on the hip.
►Provides additional strength on Quick
Disconnect connector vs. CBL-NGWTAUQDLG-01.
►Discontinued 3/2019, now use CBLNGWT-AUQDLG-02 - see PMB 10125.
►Connects wired headsets with Quick
Headset Adapter Cable (long Disconnect connector (i.e.HS2100 /
cable)
RCH50 RCH51, BlueParrot, Voxware,
and Eartec headsets) to WT6000
►Cable is used when WT6000 is worn
on the hip

Headset Training Y cable

►Connects two Quick Disconnect wired
headsets to the WT6000
►Extra cable to plug in a second
headset or external speakers for
training or performing a demo

Description

Notes

Attachable Keyboard Kit

►Keyboard mimics WT4000 series 2-tap
keyboard.
►Backlit keys.
►Powered from the WT6x.
►Attaches to the WT6x's right
accessory port.
►Kit includes keyboard and Cleat (ACCWT6XCLTMNT-01) that attaches to
rear of WT6X unit.
►Cleat includes corded scanner routing
channel allowing the WT6000 and
corded scanner to be worn on the left
arm.
►Compatible with all WT6x cradles, soft
goods and battery sizes.

Cleat for Attachable
Keyboard

►Spare/replacement Cleat used with
Attachable Keyboard.
►Typically included with Attachable
Keyboard Kit (KYPD-WT6XANFASM01).
►Includes screws for mounting to rear
of WT6x.

Misc
Part Number

Picture

KYPD-WT6XANFASM-01

ACC-WT6XCLTMNT-01

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
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►Connects to WT6000 and provides
additional haptic feedback to user.
►Cable is normally attached to user's
wrist
►Can be used in noisy environments or
for hearing impaired users.

CBL-NGWT-HDVBAP-01

Vibrating Cable

MISC-WT6X-SCRN-01

Screen Protector (pack of 5)

Power Cords/Power Supplies
Part Number

Picture

Description

Notes

DC Power Cord

►Used along with Power Supply PWRBGA12V50W0WW to power Single Slot
Cradle and 4-Slot Battery Charger.
►Cable length is 1.8 meters

PWR-BGA12V50W0WW

Power Supply

►Used to power Single Slot Cradle and
4-Slot Battery Charger.
DC Line Cord (CBL-DC-388A1►100-240 VAC,12V, 4.16A, 50W
01) and AC Line Cord (23844►Provides US DOE Level VI
00-00R)
compliance for power efficiency.
►Replaces PWRS-14000-148R

KIT-PWR-12V50W

Power Supply Kit

►Includes Power Supply (PWRBGA12V50W0WW) and DC Line Cord
(CBL-DC-388A1-01)

PWRS-14000-148R

►Discontinued 1/2017, now use PWRBGA12V50W0WW and CBL-DC-388A101 - see PMB 2923 and PMB 2851
Power Supply with integrated ►Replaces KT-14000-148R
23844-00-00R
DC Cord
►Used to power Single Slot Cradle and
4-Slot Battery Charger
►100-240 VAC,12VDC,3.33A
►Energy Star Compliant

50-14000-148R

►Discontinued 12/2007 - replaced by
Power Supply with integrated KT-14000-148R
23844-00-00R
DC Cord
►Used to power Single Slot Cradle and
4-Slot Battery Charger

KT-14000-148R

►Replaces 50-14000-148R
►Used to power Single Slot Cradle and
Power Supply with integrated
4-Slot Battery Charger
23844-00-00R
DC Cord
►Discontinued 12/2010 - now use
PWRS-14000-148R

CBL-DC-388A1-01

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
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AC Line Cord (23844-00-00R)
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DC Line Cord

►Used to power Snap-On USB/Charge
Cable with Power Supply PWRBUA5V16W0WW
►Cable length is 6 ft.

PWR-BUA5V16W0WW

Power Supply

►Used with Snap-On USB/Charge
Cable
►100-240VAC, 5.4V, 3A, 16W
►Meets US DOE Level VI efficiency
standard
►Replaces PWRS-14000-249R

PWRS-14000-249R

►Discontinued 10/2016 in NALA and
1/2017 in EMEA/APAC - replaced by
PWR-BUA5V16W0WW and CBL-DC383A1-01 - PMB 2887.
Power Supply with integrated
►Replaces 50-14000-249R
DC Cord
►Used with Snap-On USB/Charge
Cable
►100-240VAC,5.4 VDC,3A
►Energy Star Compliant

50-16000-182R

50-14000-147R

►Discontinued 12/2007 - replaced by
Power Supply with integrated 50-14000-249R
DC Cord
►Used with Snap-On USB/Charge
Cable

50-16000-182R

50-14000-249R

►Replaces 50-14000-147R
►Used with Communication/Charge
Power Supply with integrated
Cable Cups
DC Cord
►Used with Snap-On USB/Charge
Cable

50-16000-182R

CBL-DC-383A1-01

CBL-DC-381A1-01

DC Power Cord

►Used to power 5-Slot ShareCradles
when using Level VI Efficiency power
supply (PWR-BGA12V108W0WW)
►This cable does not include the black
extension release latch which is not
required when used on Multi-Slot
ShareCradles.
►CBL-DC-382A1-01 is still typically
used though.

CBL-DC-382A1-01

DC Power Cord

►Used with Power Supply PWRBGA12V108W0WW to power 5-Slot,
10-Slot, 20-Slot Cradles

DC Power Cord

►Used with Power Supply PWRS14000-241R to power 5-Slot, 10-Slot,
20-Slot Cradles
►Discontinued 2/2017, now use CBLDC-382A1-01 - PMB 2851 and 2933

50-16002-029R

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
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DC Line Cord (CBL-DC-383A101)
and
AC Line Cord (50-16000182R)
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Power Supply

►Used to power 5-Slot, 10-Slot, 20-Slot
Cradles
►100-240 VAC, 12V, 9A, 108W
CBL-DC-382A1-01 and 23844►Provides US DOE Level VI
00-00R
compliance for power efficiency.
►Replaces PWRS-14000-241R

PWRS-14000-241R

Power Supply

►Replaces 50-14000-241R
►Used to power 5-Slot, 10-Slot, 20-Slot
Cradles
►100-240VAC,12VDC,9A
50-16002-029R and 23844►Energy Star Compliant
00-00R
►Discontinued 2/2017, now use PWRBGA12V108W0WW - PMB 2851 and
2933

50-14001-004R

Power Supply

►Discontinued 12/2007 - replaced by
50-14000-241R
50-16002-029R and 23844►Used to power 5-Slot, 10-Slot, 20-Slot 00-00R
Cradles

Power Supply

►Replaces 50-14001-004R
►Used to power 5-Slot, 10-Slot, 20-Slot
50-16002-029R and 23844Cradles
00-00R
►Discontinued 12/2010 - now use
PWRS-14000-241R

AC Line Cord

►Used to power all cradles.
►This AC Line Cord is for use in North
America. See the AC Line Cords by
Country TAG for comparable line cords
to use in other countries.

AC Line Cord

►Used with PWR-BUA5V16W0WW to
power Snap-on charging cables.
►This AC Line Cord is for use in North
America. See the AC Line Cords by
Country TAG for comparable line cords
to use in other countries.

Description

Notes

PWR-BGA12V108W0WW

50-14000-241R

23844-00-00R

50-16000-182R

Batteries
Part Number

Picture

BTRY-NWTRS-33MA-02
BTRY-NWTRS-33MA-IN
(for use in India)

EMC Product Line - WT6x TAG
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►Has improved battery latching
mechanism vs. BTRY-NWTRS-33MA-01
►Designed, manufactured & tested to
meet rigorous controls & standards
►Premium-grade cells with higher
capacity & longer life cycle
►Designed to help prevent
Spare Standard Capacity
overcharging & electrical shock
Battery with PowerPrecision+
►Strong & robust housing for optimal
(3350 mAh)
performance & durability
►Information available:
- Available charge status
- Total charge accumulated on the
battery
- Basic state of health
►Compatible with WT6000 and RS6000
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BTRY-NWTRS-33MA-01

BTRY-NGWT-50MA-01
BTRY-NGWT-50MA-IN
(for use in India)
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►Discontinued 3/2018, now use BTRYNWTRS-33MA-02, PMB 3115
►Designed, manufactured & tested to
meet rigorous controls & standards
►Premium-grade cells with higher
capacity & longer life cycle
►Designed to help prevent
Spare Standard Capacity
overcharging & electrical shock
Battery with PowerPrecision+
►Strong & robust housing for optimal
(3350 mAh)
performance & durability
►Information available:
- Available charge status
- Total charge accumulated on the
battery
- Basic state of health
►Compatible with WT6000 and RS6000
►Provides 50% more battery capacity
than Standard Capacity Battery.
►Provides operating temperature spec
down to -30ºC, for cold chain and
freezer use cases.
►Designed, manufactured & tested to
meet rigorous controls & standards
►Premium-grade cells with higher
capacity & longer life cycle
►Designed to help prevent
Spare Extended Capacity
overcharging & electrical shock
Battery with PowerPrecision+ ►Strong & robust housing for optimal
(5000 mAh)
performance & durability
►Information available:
- Available charge status
- Total charge accumulated on the
battery
- Basic state of health
►Only compatible with WT6000. Not
compatible with RS6000 Ring Scanner.
►When charging while in WT6000,
device must be inserted into cradle via
cradle contacts on left side of device.
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